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Invisible Particles
“Invisible particles” as a collider signature are ubiquitous in BSM theories.

For a particle X to be “mostly invisible” it has to be: 

1. neutral/non-hadronic, stable (e.g. DM)
2. neutral/non-hadronic long-lived particle (LLP)  

with very long lifetime Ldetector << c𝝉 ≲ 107 m (BBN)
3. charged, short-lived, decaying into soft + invisible  

before reaching detector (e.g. Higgsinos)  

Searches to look for them:
Missing energy (MET)  
Displaced Vertex (DV)  
Disappearing (or Displaced) Track (DT)
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Facilities
Focus here on big new colliders:
HE-LHC (14 TeV, 3/ab), HL-LHC (27-33 TeV? 3-15 /ab), FCC-hh (100 TeV, 30/ab)
FCC-ee, CEPC, ILC
Sensitivity for many MET signals has been studied.

HL/HE-LHC: MATHUSLA 100 TeV: Forward LLP Detector
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1606.06298 Chou, DC, Lubatti
1705.06327 DC, Peskin
1806.07396 MATHUSLA physics case
CERN-LHCC-2018-025 (LOI)
….

For LLP searches, assume big external LLP detector for maximum reach.

- Other detectors and low-E exps also important (Codex, FASER, MilliQan, SHiP)  
 

- Timing upgrades will increase reach of main detectors but they are not magic 
(1805.05957, tinyurl.com/yand6bby). External detectors give maximum reach.

~100m

See talks by Claudia Frugiuele, Jörg Jäckel



Generalities
Focus on LLPs with long lifetimes (most “invisible” regime).  
→ shorter lifetimes 0.01 - 10m are also important and difficult 
(background, trigger), but these challenges mostly overlap with very long 
lifetimes (+ additional motivation for L1 tracker readout/timing)

ee and ep colliders are great for very short lifetimes
clean environment, no trigger limitations

pp colliders are best for long lifetimes due to high RATE 
observable decays of very long-lived LLPs are inherently rare events

MET / DV search complementarity 
MET searches can be very inclusive and have  
sensitivity to long-lifetime LLPs as well.  
However, for large ranges of lifetime, the reach  
of a dedicated DV search will be much greater!  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Producing invisible particle X

Discuss goals for future experiments by production 
process:

1. Exotic Higgs Decays to XX

2. Direct production of XX

3. Associated production of XX + SM



1. Exotic Higgs Decays to XX



Theory
No symmetry protection for |H|2 operator (Hierarchy Problem!)
→ New physics “wants” to couple to Higgs via low-dim couplings. 

Generic ‘hidden valley’ states can easily be stable or long-lived.

Exotic Higgs decays are an important BSM discovery channel, and nature 
gave us a helping hand with small SM Higgs width to amplify BSM decays.

Hidden sector production via the Higgs portal can produce LLPs that 
decay via small Neutrino or Photon portals.
→ important general probe of lower-energy BSM sectors.  

Higgs portal relaxion probes? 

…

Strassler, Zurek 
hep-ph/0604261, hep-ph/0605193

e.g. 1312.4992

See talks by  
Diego Redigolo, Jörg Jäckel



Neutral Naturalness
Naturally solve the hierarchy problem 
without TeV colored top partners!

Consequences:
→ FSUSY:
      - exotic Higgs decays to LLPs
→ Twin Higgs with standard cosmology:  
      - exotic Higgs decays to LLPs 
      - shifted Higgs couplings ~ tuning v2/f2

→ Twin Higgs with modified cosmology: 
      -  cosmological signatures (CMB, LSS)  
      -  shifted Higgs couplings ~ tuning v2/f2 
      -  invisible Higgs decays ~ tuning v2/f2 

Would like to probe Br to LLPs 10-4,
Br to invisible ~ 1%

(MS)x(MS or IT) (VBF h→bb) x (IT, r > 4cm)

(1 lepton) x (IT, r > 50μm) MATHUSLA TLEP Br(h→invis)
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s = 14 TeV, 3000fb-1, N > 4

hep-ph/0506256 Chacko, Goh, Harnik
hep-ph/0609152 Burdman, Chacko, Goh, Harnik
1501.05310 Craig, Katz, Strassler, Sundrum
1506.06141 DC, Verhaaren
1611.07975 Chacko, Craig, Fox, Harnik
1611.07977 Craig, Koren, Trott
1803.03263 Chacko, DC, Geller, Tsai
…

1806.07396 MATHUSLA physics case

See Matthew 
McCullough’s talk



MET Projections pp
h → invis Br reach:

HL-LHC: projections vary from 
2% (1806.07396) to 5-8% (CMS PAS FTR-16-002, ATL-PHYS-PUB-2013-01)

HE-LHC and 100 TeV: < 1%

1808.01324
1702.05098

Excellent coverage for hidden sectors, 
Neutral Naturalness models



MET Projections ee
Liu, Wang, Zhang 1612.09284

Excellent coverage for hidden sectors, 
Neutral Naturalness models



MET Projections

Tim Stefaniak
HXSWG
Jun 18 2018
HL/HE-LHC workshop, CERN



MET Projections

Tim Stefaniak
HXSWG
Jun 18 2018
HL/HE-LHC workshop, CERN



LLP Projections pp
Higgs decay to LLPs, assume 4 events for exclusion (zero/log BG searches 
at external detectors)
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HE-LHC (27 TeV, 15/ab)
MATHUSLA200

100 TeV, 30/ab
Forward LLP Detector

For certain ‘louder’ decay modes like leptons, these geometric acceptances are 
similar for main detector searches and continue to shorter lifetimes.

ee collider reach is less due to lower Higgs production rates.



Lessons
BSM searches in Higgs decays are high priority target for future collider 
physics programs. 

Projected reaches are very encouraging: excellent discovery prospects for 
hidden sectors, Neutral Naturalness, Higgs portal DM

Important complementarity of different colliders (ee, pp) and 
measurements (higgs precision couplings vs invisible decays vs LLP 
searches)

Two important upshots:
- we should have both ee and pp. Some channels require high precision, 

others high rate.
- We need external LLP detectors to maximize physics reach, 

otherwise large areas of BSM parameter space that the colliders in 
principle have access to from particle production will go unexplored.



2. Direct production of XX



Theory
“Vanilla” DM candidates: Higgsinos, Winos, .. can be produced in EW 
processes. Significant reach via monojet etc searches.

Near-degenerate EW multiplets can also give rise to short-lived 
charged state that can be searched for with Disappearing/Displaced 
track search. 

Minimal scalar extensions (c.f. Higgs portal DM λ|S|2|H|2 , EWPT 
nightmare scenarios) are more difficult, need ISR (see associated 
production).

DM-inspired simplified models (SM-coupling mediator + DM or LLP) are 
dominantly probed by monojet searches. 

EWino-like states can also be LLPs (RPV, GMSB, Axino theories, Freeze-in 
DM, Wimp Baryogenesis)



Winos

See also Low, Wang 1404.0682
Mahbubani, Schwaller, Zurita 1703.05327

Fukuda, Nagata, Otono, Shirai 1703.09675

Han, Mukhopadhyay, Wang 1805.00015

monojet disappearing
track

Unknown running conditions, high 
pile-up makes DT estimates difficult. I 
would probably guess the pessimistic 

end of these bands.



Higgsinos

See also Low, Wang 1404.0682
Mahbubani, Schwaller, Zurita 1703.05327

Fukuda, Nagata, Otono, Shirai 1703.09675

Han, Mukhopadhyay, Wang 1805.00015

monojet disappearing
track

Unknown running conditions, high 
pile-up makes DT estimates difficult. I 
would probably guess the pessimistic 

end of these bands.



pessimistic
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Thermal Wino (~3 TeV) and Higgsino (~1 TeV) DM 
only at 100 TeV. 

Han, Mukhopadhyay, Wang 1805.00015



Bino DM Co-annihilation
.

1404.0682

multi-TeV reach
for thermal Bino DM 

scenarios 



A unique ep opportunity?
Higgsino DM is notoriously 
difficult to probe ‘directly’ in 
disappearing track 
searches at pp colliders 
since the signal gets lost in the 
pileup noise. 

Proposed ep colliders have 
relatively high energy (e.g. 1.3 and 
3.5 TeV for LHeC and FCC-eh) 
and /ab lumis to produce these 
states…

… but have a clean ee-collider-
like environment to search for 
single displaced tracks.

Curtin, Deshpande, Fischer, Zurita 1712.07135



A unique ep opportunity?

Curtin, Deshpande, Fischer, Zurita 1712.07135

1+ displaced track search at ep 
colliders can directly probe very 

shortlived Higgsinos with lifetimes 
below the micrometer level!



EWino LLPs at HL-LHC
.

1806.07396 MATHUSLA Physics Case

Higgsino LLPs in RPV SUSY, GMSB SUSY, 
Axino theories, Freeze-in DM Scenarios. 

~1.2 TeV reach at HL-LHC + MATHUSLA. 

Wino LLPs in e.g. WIMP Baryogenesis

RPV GMSB

Axino/Freeze-in

WIMP BG



DM Simplified Models
.

1806.07396 MATHUSLA Physics Case

HL-LHC monojet vs MATHUSLA/main detector LLP 
searches demonstrates MET/DV search complementarity

monojet
MATHUSLA DV

main detector DV



Lessons
Monojet is an important inclusive search channel. Theory predictions for 
backgrounds are hard and systematics drive sensitivity!

Disappearing track searches at HL/HE-LHC and FCC-hh will be 
vital to discover thermal wino/higgsino DM, but have to make sure the 
tracker and trigger is up to it, and we understand backgrouds!

LLP searches have greater mass reach than MET searches depending on 
lifetime, and external LLP detectors are again required to 
maximize discovery potential for many theories.



3. Associated production of XX + SM



Gluinos and Squarks: MET

Meloni slides,  CERN HL/HE-LHC workshop, Nov 2017



Cohen, Golling, Hance, Henrichs, Howe, Loyal, Padhi, Wacker 1311.6480

gluinos → qq chi

squarks →
 q chi

Slightly 
conservative 
compared to 

exp 
projections!
Could do  

even better!?

Even so, this 
allows us to 

discuss 
comparative 

reach.

Gluinos and Squarks: MET



1806.07396 MATHUSLA Physics Case

monojet
MATHUSLA DV

main detector DV

LLPs from 
gluino/squark

parents
@ 

HL-LHC
MATHUSLA 

Gluinos and Squarks: LLPs



Stops (MET)

Meloni slides,  CERN HL/HE-
LHC workshop, Nov 2017

Obviously main target for 
‘model independent’ 

natural SUSY searches

Cohen, D’Agnolo, Hance, 
Lou, Wacker 1406.4512



EW Production (MET)

Gori, Jung, Wang, Wells 1410.6287 

100 TeV
3/ab

Meloni slides,  CERN HL/HE-LHC workshop, Nov 2017

(Can we compare these directly?)

HL-LHC: exclude 1.1 TeV winos
if decaying to hard multileptons?

100 TeV: more than 4 TeV
with 30/ab?



Theory Implications
Even for fairly standard SUSY, it’s not clear that HL-LHC can 
comprehensively probe the general natural parameter space (stops < ~ 
TeV, decaying to whatever.) 
HE-LHC and 100 TeV should cover these important gaps. 

Some arguments that HE-LHC is the machine to exclude “natural SUSY”.
How general/robust is this?

Split SUSY-type spectrum are compelling 100 TeV targets, especially in 
context of e.g. Asymmetric DM or WIMP DM, where heavy scalars provide 
required small effective operators.

Baer, Barger, Gainer, Huang, Savoy, Serce, Tata 1702.06588

See Matthew McCullough’s talk



Wimp BG
Basic idea: WIMP-like parent particle freezes out in early universe, decays 
out-of-equilibrium to create baryon asymmetry.

Piggyback WIMP miracle: baryon/DM abundance similar

parent particle is LLP: look for at colliders & external LLP detectors!

Amusing twist on ‘natural’ SUSY: 
if realized in RPV, perfectly natural (< TeV superpartners) scenarios would 
give rise to an empty universe. Slight tuning (10 TeV squarks) makes parent 
gaugino meta-stable to enable creation of baryon asymmetry.
Anthropics & Baryogenesis  
→ LLP signatures (!) & meso-tuned SUSY-like signatures (!?)

Cui, Sundrum 1212.2973



“Nightmare” Scalars
Consider SM + one or more singlet scalars that do not acquire a VEV

Very difficult simplified model to look for due to absence of Higgs 
mixing.

- Can induce strong electroweak phase transition and play a role in 
electroweak baryogenesis

- higgs portal DM!
- minimal model for general hypothetical SM-singlet scalar top partners

Important to probe!
DC, Meade, Yu 1409.0005

Craig, Lou, McCullough, Thalapillil 1412.0258

DC, Saraswat 1509.04284

Cohen, Craig, Giudice, McCullough 1803.03647
Cheng, Li, Salvioni, Verhaaren 1803.03651



Projections
Green is exclusion of Z2-preserving single real singlet via VBF production 
pp → jjSS at 100 TeV collider with 3/ab.  
Very difficult search that will rely on data-driven background estimates.

excludable
by Xenon 1T
if DM

Relevant parameter spaces can be probed at 100 TeV collider, but difficult!

DC, Meade, Yu 1409.0005

pp 
→ jjS

S



Lessons
Hard visible states + MET is fairly “traditional” search, so future detectors 
likely up to the job. But reach can be limited by understanding of 
backgrounds & systematics —> Progress in theory needed!

Early exclusion vs later discovery? 
It’s a familiar issue for LHC vs HL-LHC, but not so much for upgrades in 
energy!



Conclusions



Conclusions
Invisible signatures are in large part energy/rate driven (mass, rarity), so pp 
colliders tend to dominate MET & LLP reaches.

Important exceptions: ee (and ep) are the best machines for h→invisible and 
short-lived LLPs.

MET/DV searches are highly complementary, both needed for max discovery!

External LLP detectors required to maximize physics potential.  
Searches are background-free, so reach ~ production rate!
→ We should build MATHUSLA etc!
→ Incorporate LLP detector into 100 TeV design NOW!

Great discovery opportunities on the horizon:
- hidden naturalness, high scale SUSY*
- thermal EWino DM, Asymmetric DM, Freeze-in DM, …
- “exhaustive” probes of strong EW phase transition scenarios??
- WIMP Baryogenesis (*?)
- …


